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Polo finds its stronghold at JPC, 

home to100+ thoroughbreds,

their grooms and retinue. Some of

the best and budding players from

near & far play on its grounds. 

It is this uniue equine character

and ethos that define and dictate

Life at JPC.

Enter a world of 

majestic horses,

regal polo, 

laid back living,

liberating outdoors, 

wholesome food 

and wellbeing



Play polo 
Enjoy Polo
Learn Polo

The full-sized green polo field is

complete with a referee tower

and a press box. Polo clinics at

JPC are a demonstrated way to

learn, refine and excel in Polo. 

JPC offers assistance to players

in forming teams to enter

tournaments.

PoloPolo



Polo ponies, 

some of the best in the world,

are trained by oft visiting 

Argentine trainers. 

Ponies are available on rent 

for visiting players 

who can play at JPC grounds. 





The spacious clubrooms, with

a view to the polo grounds

and within the neighing-shot

of the horses, have been the

players’ favourite all along. 

The cluster of huts with its

Rajasthani rural vibe is a

cosy lot themselves. 

StayStay

Stays for work or play
Or to savour a holiday
Brief sojourns or long stays



Besides everything equine, 

those seeking to retreat from the

chaos and cacophony of cities

would appreciate this oasis. 

Conducive to creative work,

writing, sabbatical and the new

paradigm of work-cation.





DineDine

A culinary palette for 

all palates and for all purposes

is the philosophy here. 

Hearty and wholesome after

chukkers, light yet nutritious 

for therapeutic matters and,

sumptuous dining for

celebrations. 

Freshly cooked & seasonal 
In traditional & regional style 
Multicuisine by partner chefs



Stay at the club is inclusive of

all meals. 

 

Non-residents can make table

reservations for Sunday

brunch, three days in

advance. 



The campus is reminiscent of

an oasis and its charm. 

Horses, polo and the green

outdoors make a regal 

and sensory canvas, 

out of the ordinary, 

to host events, big or small. 

HostHost

Bespoke events 
Intimate or elaborate
Memories stay cherished



For group dinners or family 

get-togethers, pre-wedding

shoots or engagements, fashion

shows or product launches,

workshops or off-sites, concerts

or book signing, poetry or polo,

JPC is like no other 

for the well heeled.



Curated by Wellness Lifestyle,

Wellbeing Stays & Clinics are

fixed-duration retreats,

organised on request &

registration. The setting is

naturally conducive. 

Outdoor opportunity and inward

reflection in the company of

horses all go a long way.

To be well 
is to function optimally
And to be in a flow state

ellnessellnessWW



The themes range from general

wellbeing, health of the mind,

equine-enhanced emotional

healing, expert interventions for

faster recovery from injuries, 

to improving sporting

performance and functional

fitness.





Rooms

Those seeking short or 

extended breaks, will appreciate

the outdoors, fresh air, 

chirping birds and 

neighing horses, 

colourful dawns and dusks,

comfortable living spaces 

and relaxed club life.

Clubrooms
& 
Cluster of huts 



Clubrooms
The clubrooms are spacious 

and tastefully appointed. They

overlook the polo ground and the

lawn and stables beyond. 

Conducive for creative work,

sabbatical, remote working and

wellbeing stay.



Cluster of huts 
Though hut style, 

these are tastefully appointed,

comfortable and, of course,  

with the essential  

air-conditioning and 

running hot water.  



all meals

morning & afternoon tea

high-speed wifi 

wellness stays include one

group or one private

wellness session per day

airport transfers

Inclusions



Jaipur and its neighbouring

towns and villages are a

treasure trove of heritage

and culture. Curated and

guided excursions in

Rajasthan are available. 

Excursions



Polo+
&
Riding



True to its founding passion 

for Polo and horses, JPC fosters

budding talents in Polo. 

In particular, the players from and

around Jaipur, the city with a long

and regal connection with Polo.

Riding lessons are available too.



Whether novice or

seasoned, JPC is open for

players from India and

overseas.





Tournaments
 Practice & Play

Practise and play at the JPC polo

field. Prepare for the popular

winter Polo season in North India

and participate in the tournaments

in Jaipur and other cities.



Play practice chukkers 

for a green fee.

JPC offers assistance to

players to form teams to

participate in tournaments.



Polo ponies 
Rent & Play

Visiting players at mid-level and

above can rent Polo ponies from

JPC. Its stables are home to some

of the best in the world. 



JPC's polo ponies are trained

by trainers from Argentina at

regular intervals through the

year. 



Polo Clinics
Learn & Hone 

Launched in the 90s these clinics

have attracted both fresh and

experienced players worldwide.

They are all-inclusive programs 

 with stay and meals, with time to

explore local culture and cuisine. 



The daily schedule includes stable

activities and chukkars.

Polo clinics are structured and

progressive classes. 



Stick and ball, 

chukkers, stable tours, horse

management, working,

grooming and feeding the

horses are part of the daily

schedule. 



Evenings are free

to explore Jaipur,

local cuisine or

relax under the

stars or around 

a bonfire. 



was the chief

patron of JPC 

from its very

inception 

JPC's patrons

Her Highness (late) Rajmata 
of Jaipur, Gayatri Devi 



Colonel (retd) 
Kuldeep Singh Garcha 

has been the

President & Patron 

of JPC from the day

it was founded. 



Recipient of the Arjuna Award, 

India’s most prestigious award

for sportspeople, Col Garcha,

with a handicap of five goals,

had captained and coached 

the Indian polo team, and has

played in 20 countries. 

He commanded 

the 61st Cavalry, 

the most elite regiment in the

Indian Army and the only active

mounted cavalry globally.



"To win, one does not necessarily

have to beat someone. The true

winner is the one who gains from

every match, every game and

moulds himself to achieve better

all-around standards 

on and off the Polo field."

 

Col K S Garcha 

K S Gar c h a



10 Online
Side Hustles

The 
Jaipur Polo Club 
Shop



polo essentials 

stylish and comfortable polo

wear for all seasons 

artistically crafted jewellery

statement accessories

travel accessories

lifestyle products

      and many more 

 

   Contact us to order and 

   for custom designs.



admin@jaipurpolo.com

ridingclasses@jaipurpolo.com

91141 4024884, 2358056

Reservations

https://www.instagram.com/jaipurpoloclub_/


Jaipur Polo club

Bindaiyka village

Near Sirsi 

JAIPUR

Location

Jaipur Riding & Polo Club Pvt Ltd 

B-21, Tulsi Marg, Hanuman Nagar

Jaipur 302021 RAJ. IND

91141 4024884, 2358056
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